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Levantine Arabic transcript: 

  
 (D!ت .A2C! "8&+*($ ا"A"*B+$ @1 2000.= ا">;:ت ا"18 .*ر456* '3+*12 ه/.-*ل ا"&+*($، '&%$ :  ا"! �-

و '*"E8Y *A" 1"*5/ . و "V6W ا">HیH ان/ ان* آ%S ./ /د ه%+O. P Q� 1E5N. ا"18 ه/ي FL*ع J*ص. .Hی%$ اE%F6/ل
E8Y/ .%1 ان1 ا A5[ .[ .  دو"$ .=  A+[ ان3*ء ا"B*"`41.%1 ان/ ا A5[ .[ أ(H ا"/@/د ا"A"*B+$، آ*ن BEY* .>*رك 

یH' 1%Bن* . L*ل 'd 1@ *. e+!ك .= 6/ری*. ا"18 ه/ي ا"/@H ا"N@ 1%+c*ن ردي ان/ ان* 'OA� J b5N.*صا(H ا"/@/د 
1%+c"ا H@/"ا ]. ]A5-ی f53" ن ./ /د/Nي .= 6/ری* یH) . 

  
@*S'!;56 .[ ا"8B` ان/ ا6` و@H وزارة ا"&+*($ .= ا"5iA!ض ان/ یN/ن ./ /د '*"N" !A2CA= أDg*ء ا"A2CA! .*ن/ن 

اPشm*ص ا"g 18` . ن58N<. 1%3%* '&/ری* .>8N$ أشm*ص و "+L $8N<. e/ان+=. و هHا ن*l2 .= ا":.P*Eة. ./ /دی=
أي . L *%g/ان+= آF2 f53" !+5/ر اc5LP*د ، و '%ei ا"/g *%g SL!اL+� آL!B2 f53" !+5� اc5LP*د. یA*ر6/ ا"o/ان+=

 .>!وع، یB%1 و "Q"r اqز.$ نH' 1%3ون .* 2-+%* شL pm*در ان/ یL!B� اc5LP*د و أي شL pm*در ان/ ی/VL أي
$+8Jأز.$ دا *%g *%3ا ن!' =. $+A"*B"ز.$ اqن1 . ا*O"ن/ن ا*N' ض1 ن3%* ا"+/م*A"ش4! اqل ا:J ،�u*5/ى رآ/د ه&. *%g

ا"cA*رف ا"m*ص$ و P ا"cA*رف ا"B*.$، .* ص!"4* ز.*ن یo2 `g 1%B/م .  نB*نHg =. 1م و /د 6+/"$%62010$ 
AB' $+ ر*m"ا"35/ی:ت ا f8g HA5B5' ،رف*cA"ا f8g HA5B5' *. *%g ا"%*س b8dرع و أ*<A8" 1@!cA"ا �ی/A5"8+*ت ا

$+cm<"أ.:آ4* ا =g ا"18 '5-+4* .= '!ا و . $F+&' $85آ =g رة*Eg *42*+86/اق، آq*' $"اوH5A"ی$ اHo%"85$ اN"ا =N" و
یB%1 نHo%. 1%3ر نo*رن اcL*د .Hی%$ د'1، ه*"18 هH. 1ی%$، . +&S دو"$.o*رن$ '*"85N$ ا"%Hoی$ ا"HA' $8'*oAی%$ د'1، و "

 12 ا"A+|ان+$ ا"P ،$+./N3 52-*وز '}ي (*ل .= اq(/ال 2010ن3%1 رأس .*ل g%* ا"&/ري، "&%$ . '*c5L*د دو"$
  .  آ` .3*@�$185000ن&*ن H8' f8g .&*(45*  .8+/ن ا20 .8+*ر دوPر ل 12ش/ '>8N/ . .8+*ر دوPر

12 V8N5' 1'H' $8m%"1  |ی!ة ا%B1، .>!وع ی'H' وع!<. =g رة*Eg ان+$ 12 .8+*ر|+A"ا Q"r8@ رP8+*ر دو. 
  ا"A/ /دة g%* .*ن* .+|ان+$ F2/ی!ی$، یB%1 ا"EA*"� و ا"&+/"$ ا"FA!و($ '*6P/اق g ]@H" 1iN2 P-8$ اc5LP*د

 دوPر 6%/ی*، ا"JH� E2 1200[ ا"P ،$./N3 ی5-*وز ا"A/اg =Y%* دP /8J ی5-*وز ن&JH8" $E� ا"f8g 1./o اc)P*ء. 
  . ا"i!دي

   دوPر 1200 : ا"A!أة-
داAu* . و "N= ان* .* 'B!ف f8g ای� '+HA5Bوا% 3 دوPر و ان/ نg 1%3%* ن&E$ ا"%A/ ا"&%$ وصS8 ل 1200: ا"! �-

J =. *أن =N" 8+4*، وc32 =NA. *. ،اH8/.*ت اي هB. ك ايH' 1اي ش :O. *%g 1%3ل، ن*Agqع ا*Fo' 15'!-2 ل:
r+i%5"*' $یH-"1 ا@ *. =N" 5/ی*ت، و&A"ا ]+A  f8g ح!F%5' ك .>*ری[ آ5+!ةH%g 1@ ری$، و/&' �AB"ه/ن1 ا =NA. .
یB%1 '5-1 ا"AO5&A!ی=، ان* أ(H ا"AO5&A!ی= ا�.*را2++= ا"5E  18/ن "4/ن f8g 6/ری* (*ول ان/ یHEا 'A>!وع .= 

 `mری[ و ه/ .>!وع ض*<A"ا HB' اHه !AO5&A"*ا./ال آ5+!ة ه V8N' رة و 20و*+F"*' b�2 '&/ری* رآHBL =. ی/م 
و 'B5!@1 ان/ آA*ن ا"&/ری+= Ag* . اAg� '&/ری*، ان* 'AB� cA'! أ46�18L ان* "+� "f53 . ر [ f8g اP.*رت

=+i�/. P ی=، و!AO5&. رت، و ان آ*ن*.P*' /8;5<ی!و(/ ی . 
 

English translation:  

 
Man: One of the things that I have practiced in my life was in the field of tourism. In the 
year 2000, I attended the International Conference of Tourism in Istanbul. Unfortunately, 
I was there to represent my office, which is a private sector [business]. Therefore, when 
they asked me to meet some of the international delegations -- of course there were 41 
countries participating from all over the world …. They asked me to meet with one of the 
delegations, which was the Chinese delegation. My response was that I represent a 
private office. They said no one else is from Syria. I mean, we need someone from Syria 
to be present and to meet the Chinese delegation.   
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I was surprised, knowing that there is a name for a delegation from the Ministry of 
Tourism, which is supposed to be present at the conference. But the conference members 
aren’t present, and that is because they are apathetic.  
 
Our problem in Syria is a problem of people, not a problem of laws. People who are 
practicing these laws. We have many laws to develop the economy; at the same time, we 
have many obstacles to impede the economy. Anyone is capable of impeding the 
economy, or anyone is capable of stopping any project. I mean, therefore we already have 
an internal crisis before having the international crisis. We have an enormous level of 
recession during the past few months; we are now in January of 2010 suffering the lack 
of liquidity. Private Banks or public banks … it hasn’t been long since they started the 
process of financial banking for investments, and most people don’t depend on banks. 
They depend on international transactions that they receive from abroad, and on their 
personal properties. But all the money supply is very simple if compared to the money 
supply in the city of Dubai, which is not a country. I mean, we can compare the economy 
of Dubai, which is a city, with the economy of a country. The Syrian capital, for the year 
of 2010, the government budget doesn’t in any way exceed 12 billion dollars. What can 
12 billion dollars do for 20 million people in a country with an area of 185,000 km 
consisting of 14 governorates?  
 
12 billion are almost one investment in Dubai. I mean the Palm Island investment in 
Dubai costs 12 billion dollars. Therefore, we don’t have a developmental budget; it 
means that money and liquidity in the market isn’t enough to boost the economy. The 
citizen’s income doesn’t exceed, compared to the national income based on the 
government’s statistics, it doesn’t exceed 1200 USD yearly, the individual income.  
 
-Woman: 1200 USD. 
 
- Man: 1200 USD, and our growth rate this year reached 3%, but I don’t know what they 
rely on [in their statistics]. We here, always, any information you want to get, you can’t 
get. But from my own experience in the business field, it is possible to work in Syria. 
And there are so many investments on many levels. But they aren’t serious about 
execution. I mean investors… one of the investors I brought here to Syria, he tried to start 
an investment, and it’s a huge investment that cost a lot of money. This investor got on a 
flight back to Emirates after 20 days of his stay here in Syria. He said, why would I want 
to do business in Syria? It’s easier to work in Egypt. You also know that Syrians go and 
work in Emirates, whether they are investors or employees.    
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About CultureTalk: CultureTalk is produced by the Five College Center for the Study of World 
Languages and housed on the LangMedia Website. The project provides students of language and culture 
with samples of people talking about their lives in the languages they use everyday. The participants in 
CultureTalk interviews and discussions are of many different ages and walks of life. They are free to 
express themselves as they wish. The ideas and opinions presented here are those of the participants. 
Inclusion in CultureTalk does not represent endorsement of these ideas or opinions by the Five College 
Center for the Study of World Languages, Five Colleges, Incorporated, or any of its member institutions: 
Amherst College, Hampshire College, Mount Holyoke College, Smith College and the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst.  
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